NEW PRODUCTS

Tee & See Golf Sequence Photos, Inc., provides eight stop-action sequence photos on one four by five Polaroid print, programmed to match the timing of an individual’s golf swing. A photo analysis jacket plus a Master Pro Swing Guide, an eight-sequence illustration of a “picture” swing is available for $7.50. For an additional $7.50 an analysis of the golfer’s swing is provided.

Ryan Equipment Company has added an 18-inch sod cutter to its JR line. Designed for use on a wide variety of soils and grasses, it cuts sod to standard commercial 18-inch widths. It is a self-propelled unit which cuts up to 1,150-square yards an hour, at any thickness up to 2 1/2-inches. Options include a Tote Trailer and blades for edging, tilling, trenching, sod stripping and laying flexible pipe or tubing.

Harwil Company announces the Model T-1000 that produces an unlimited variety of plastic bags. It uses lay-flat plastic tubing in a multiple-roll. It consists of four elements: 1) plastic tube support; 2) double action cutter; 3) heat sealer, and 4) a press board base.

International Harvester Company announces the 3200 Compact Loader with hydrostatic drive. It has infinite forward and reverse speeds from zero to eight mph. This loader has a 30hp engine and pivots in its own length. It works under six-foot clearance and passes through four-foot wide openings.

Right Way Glove Company announces the Jack Nicklaus Training Glove, which keeps the hands working together as a unit to achieve maximum power and control. The glove trains the golfer to keep the right hand fitted over the left in exactly the correct position. Suggested retail price: $2.95

Bemis Company, Inc., has introduced polyethylene drawcord bags that can be used for carrying and storing golf shoes, shagging golf balls and many other utility purposes. Two hundred bags are furnished in a carton that doubles as a self display case. Club name, address and other information can be imprinted on the bags which can be sold individually or used in club promotion.
Conwed Corp. announces the Turf Establishment Blanket, a bonded fiber mulch blanket with a rectangular plastic netting laminated to one side. It is designed to be stapled over prepared, seeded soil surfaces susceptible to erosion. The blanket is made of wood fibers bonded together to form a homogeneous mat with a water soluble binder, which is not harmful to seed germination and plant growth. Available in five by 200-foot rolls weighing approximately 25 pounds.

Pencor, Inc., announces an all terrain vehicle, The Burro. It can carry loads up to a half ton. Equipped with a 200 watt, 110 volt source built into the equipment, it can be a portable power source for power tools. It climbs inclines of 45 degrees and with a twin lever control, it goes forward, reverse and turns in its own length.

Kopper Company, Inc., announces Glasfab for tennis courts. Glasfab serves as a reinforcing membrane between coats of a coal tar pavement sealer to which small amounts of silica sand have been inter-mixed. The coal tar emulsion seals against hairline cracking.

Pacific Epoxy Products announced Safety-Deck, a roll-on flooring that can be applied directly on most surfaces, wet or dry. It consists of graded glass beads bonded together with a modified epoxy binder. The surface is highly textured, non-porous and easily cleaned. Resistant to acids, alkalis, fats, greases and solvents, it can be mixed and applied with a roller applicator. Available in pre-mixed cans in a range of six colors.
TeleGolf International, a division of Communication Central Inc., announces a teaching method called "total instruction." The franchised TeleGolf instruction begins with lessons pre-recorded on color film by teacher Bob Toski. The master teaching sessions are followed by personalized instruction with PGA instructors. A feature of the program is the opportunity for the golfer to see himself in action. His swing is recorded on television, then through instant replay the swing and grip can be analyzed.

Circle No. 113 on reader service card

Certain-teed Products Corp. is offering a free brochure illustrating its new Badger trenchless system for installing pipe, conduit, and cable. The Badger System equipment forms tunnels through the ground and pulls in or feeds down long strings of pipe into the pre-formed tunnel. The Badger Minor trenchless pipe-layer installs pipe in diameters through 15-inches to a bottom depth of five-feet six-inches. The automatic Badger Major equipment can install pipe from the smallest sizes up to 18-inches to a bottom depth of nine feet.

Circle No. 114 on reader service card

Aerocrafts announces a sign designed to counteract slow play on golf courses. Designed for prominent display on golf courses, it lists a number of valuable suggestions to golfers on how to speed up their game. The sign is screen printed in four colors on anodized aluminum. It retails for $18 each; two for $35; each additional is $15.

Circle No. 115 on reader service card

Salsbury Corp. announces the Model 330 Mini-Verter automatic torque converter. The Mini-Verter extends the present line of converters from 45hp down to three hp. This reduced size unit was designed specifically for light horsepower applications, such as minibikes and lightweight sports equipment. A cam actuator mechanism permits the movable sheave on the pulleys to respond to increased torque demands. In this way the engine operates at peak power.

Circle No. 116 on reader service card

American Floor Products Company has released its 1970 catalog featuring mats and treads for safety maintenance. The 16-page catalog features most individual products in full color and includes stair treads, mats, cushion mats, and tiles and safety products.

Circle No. 117 on reader service card

Roll Coater, Inc., has Polytex, a new two-color textured roll coated finish for metal. The finish can be used indoors or out and has a wide variety of end-use applications including farm machinery, mobile.
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homes, and office equipment. It is available in a variety of patterns, including simulated leather. The finished metal can be supplied in sheets or coils, ready to be slit, formed, crumpled or drawn.

Circle No. 118 on reader service card
Florida Associated Services, a subsidiary of American Heritage Life Investment Corp., announces the CompuSports golf handicap computer. It determines the handicap and then keeps an up-to-date record. For $5 a year, the golfer may submit up to 120 separate scores for computation on up to 24 different courses. CompuSports provides this service for the golfer who is not affiliated with a club. The golfer simply drops the score card in the mail and the handicap is returned to him on a wallet size card.

Circle No. 119 on reader service card

Roseman Mower Corp. announces a new three-Gang Park Challenger Mower for the International Harvester Cub 154 Lobo Tractor. The entire attachment raises clear of the ground for transporting. Rear drive design permits overhang on curb and sidewalks. Available with rear roller or laminated rubber tire drive.

Circle No. 120 on reader service card
Febco, Inc., announces a two-way automatic electric valve for operating sprinkler lines. The valve features three openings and can be used as either an angle or globe valve, depending on slug placement. These diaphragm type valves are 150 pound WOG brass and come in four sizes from one to two inches.

Circle No. 121 on reader service card
Jacobsen Mfg. Company announces the Model F 133 a self-contained five-gang riding reel mower for commercial turf. The 18hp mower cuts an 11-foot swath and features height adjustment without tools. It has hydrostatic, foot-controlled variable mowing speeds and cutting frequencies for various turf and grass conditions. The short length of the unit, rear wheel steering, out-front mowing and a short wheel base give the operator positive control and easy maneuvering. The F 133 cuts from 40 to 50 acres per eight hour day.

Circle No. 122 on reader service card
Febco, Inc., announces Varacontrol System. It combines a developed motor control unit with a fully automatic battery charger which can be applied to any electrically powered vehicle. Varacontrol uses high-speed on-off switching to pulse 100 per cent battery current to the motor. Variations are achieved by proportioning the "on" time to the "off" time. Varacontrol units use plug-in printed circuit boards and solid state electronics sealed in environment proof cases for lifetime protection.

Circle No. 123 on reader service card
American Cleaning Equipment Corp. announces the Astro-Vac 30-inch vacuum, which picks up grit, paper and other bulky debris. It is stored in an all-metal cabinet, which is designed for outside installation, and it can be anchored through the floor or a side panel. Less than five-square feet is required for storage.

Circle No. 124 on reader service card